SAFETY

EROAD DRIVER SAFETY REPORT
EROAD Driver Safety Report provides an easy-toread view of harsh braking and sharp acceleration
events, supporting targeted feedback and greater
understanding of risk areas.
Monitor driver behaviour to reduce risk
When drivers leave your yard, you want to be sure
they are driving professionally, and protecting
your company’s reputation and the public. Harsh
braking and sharp acceleration may indicate erratic
or aggressive driving often linked to tailgating, or
failing to scan the road ahead, which can lead to
near misses or incidents and increase your liability.
Additionally, minimising braking and accelerating
reduces fuel costs, and wear and tear on your
vehicles.
EROAD Driver Safety Report provides an easy-toread view of harsh braking and sharp acceleration
events, supporting targeted feedback and greater
understanding of risk areas.
The report makes it easy to identify high-risk drivers
and provide targeted feedback by driver or vehicle.
You can use the map view to raise awareness of
locations where drivers need to take more care for
use in safety training.

KEY BENEFITS
Protect your reputation Monitor driving
behaviour to ensure professional driving across
your fleet, to protect your company’s brand as
well as your drivers and the public
Encourage improvement An easy-to-read
view of harsh braking and sharp acceleration
that driver coaches, fleet managers and drivers
can use to identify poor driving behaviour and
improve driving over time. It makes it easy to
identify driving behaviour that may indicate a
need for targeted driver training
Minimise unnecessary costs Reduce the cost
of collisions, rollovers, driving violations and
insurance claims
Reduce fuel use Monitor ‘heavy foot’ on the
pedal which increases fuel costs, and contributes
to wear and tear on your company vehicles
Minimise risk Delivers feedback on risky
driving behaviours in addition to speed, such as
harsh braking and sharp acceleration – leading
indicators of aggressive or inattentive driving
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KEY FEATURES

›› EROAD Driver Safety Report

provides fleet operators with
a view of harsh braking and
acceleration events, ranked from
highest to lowest to support
delivery of targeted feedback

›› Helps you quickly identify high

risk drivers and provide targeted
feedback per driver or vehicle

›› A map of risk areas with regular
occurrence of harsh braking
and acceleration shows drivers
locations where they may need
to take more care

›› Can be exported and scheduled
to be delivered to your email
inbox daily, weekly or monthly
for easy monitoring of poor
driving behaviour

One end-to-end solution
EROAD puts everything at your fingertips, saving you time and effort at every turn. You can rely on EROAD’s
powerful set of tools to take control of your RUC compliance, health and safety, and fleet management, helping
you efficiently utilise your capital and reduce the costs associated with fleet operations and management.
EROAD offers a complete suite of user-friendly compliance and telematics solutions, including driver safety tools
and reports, vehicle maintenance, and fuel and fleet utilisation reporting. EROAD’s independently proven, secure
platform guarantees accurate data that you can rely on to provide insight and competitive advantage.

See www.eroad.co.nz/products, or call 0800 4 EROAD for more information.

